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4 Discussion

Bathymetric mapping is extremely important for
shipping, recreation and national defense
purposes. Recent groundings in the Canadian
Arctic raise questions about how well the Arctic
is currently charted. Current charting methods
are created using accurate but expensive timeconsuming methods (Chénier et al 2017) and
the requirement of in situ measurements results
in the majority of the Arctic being inadequately
charted (CHS 2018). Hodul et al (2018)
developed a method that does not require in
situ measurements for bathymetric mapping like
the frequently used empirical method, which
performs best with a homogeneous bottom
(Stumpf et al 2003; Chénier et al 2018). This
project proposes a method of satellite derived
bathymetry (SDB) that uses the
photogrammetric method to calibrate the
empirical method.
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Calibrating the empirical method using throughwater photogrammetry yields reasonable depth
measurements based on accuracy assessments
using LiDAR depth measurements. Hodul (2018)
was able to obtain depths of up to 12.2 meters
compared to the 8 meters derived in this study.
Chénier et al (2018) was able to derive depths of
10-15 meters with an RMSE of less than 2 meters
when calibrating the empirical method using in
situ data on the same image. The combined
method is able to map more area than the
photogrammetric method alone. Future research
should include discovering why the
photogrammetry method yielded such different
results. This should result in a better calibration of
the empirical method. The method should then be
tested on more images.

Photogrammetry depth (m)
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Figure 1: Results of photogrammetric depth against equation 2. Equation of the trend line was used to calibrate empirical method

5 Conclusion
More efficient method of Arctic charting is
required for safer navigation. The combined
photogrammetric and empirical method is able to
create charts of Arctic bathymetry. The methods
should further be tested.

2 Methods
This project uses a WorldView-2 stereo pair
acquired from DigitalGlobe.
The through-water photogrammetry method
was completed by creating a DEM in
PCIGeomatica’s OrthoEngine. Then a using
the refraction correction equation from Hodul et
al (2018) to find actual depth:
tan &' cos +' + tan &- cos +ℎ=
∗ ℎ' (1)
tan .' cos +' + tan .- cos +The empirical method was completed using the
band ratio (Figure 1):
ln 2
(2)
0=
ln 3
where B is the Top of the Atmosphere (ToA)
reflectance of the blue band and G is the ToA
reflectance of the green band. Depth was
calibrated using through-water photogrammetry.
Empirical depths were cut out if they had an
RMSD greater than 1 meter between
photogrammetry depth and empirical depth.
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Figure 2: Photogrammetric method. Imagery ©2015, DigitalGlobe WorldView-2

Figure 3: Empirical method. Imagery ©2015, DigitalGlobe WorldView-2

3 Results
The photogrammetric method resulted in an overall RMSE of 1.18 meters and bias of -0.52 meters. Depths
greater than 8 meters had RMSE values greater than 2 meters. The empirical method resulted had an overall
RMSE of 1.10 meters and a bias of -0.23 meters. The empirical method was able to map more area than the
photogrammetric method (Figure 2 and 3). The photogrammetric method mapped 52, 068 m2 and the empirical
method mapped 288, 793 m2 .
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